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Welcome to
Ingenium Integration

From robotic cells to integrated
production lines, whether
part or fully automated
utilising 5 axis parallel
kinematic machining, Ingenium
Integration ensures customers
receive cost savings and the
best solution to provide the
highest level of automation.

making automation work

Ingenium Integration provides an engineering design and management consultancy
service aimed at creating automation solutions that save you both time and money. With
an impressive portfolio of clients, Ingenium Integration responds to the complex demands
of sectors such as Aerospace, Automotive, Nuclear and Food & Beverage sectors that
are seeking out solutions to streamline production and implement leaner manufacturing.

As customers demand leaner, more
efficient solutions to their production
challenges, Ingenium Integration has
responded by developing automated
systems through innovation. We offer
a service to conceptualise, advise,
evaluate, design and manufacture a
solution specifically for them.

These automated systems include sophisticated jigs and fixtures, remote handing, and
robotic cells with transfer systems, tooling verification systems with remote diagnostics
and automated flow lines.
Improving business operations
We are well prepared for future challenges and can offer our customers the opportunity
to jointly meet the demanding requirements of Industry 4.0, Ingenium Integration can
supply outputs to enable collation of all data received from the manufacturing process
to improve efficiency, productivity, quality and error prediction - optimising production.
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There are 4 steps to this consultancy:

STEP

STEP

01

02

We discuss the
issue or process
and develop a
basic concept
of partial or full
automation.
(Free of charge)

When our
customer is
happy to proceed
with the concept
and budget cost
we produce a full
detailed design
passing through
Preliminary
Design Review,
Critical DR and
Final DR with the
customer.

STEP

03
Once FDR is
approved we
manage the
manufacture,
delivery and
integration of
the system
on site.

STEP

04
Lastly, we will
commission
the system until
the customer
is confident it
performs as
expected and
then be available
for after sales
support if
necessary.

Given our diversity of experience we can see your manufacturing process from a wider perspective,
allowing us to conceptualise and engineer turnkey automated solutions to advance the whole
production process

Ingenium Integration

www.ingeniumintegration.com
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Design

Simulation

Manufacture

Integration

Commissioning

Ingenium have design capabilities to scheme,
simulate, assemble and inspect solutions
which can include: fixtures of single sided
or matched mould tooling, lifting and
handling rigs, robotic automation,
manufacturing process flow lines, inspection
and verification cells.

Once Ingenium and our customers are
assured we have found the correct solution,
we will then enter into an initial agreement to
model, simulate and animate the solution, and
allow the process to be accessed for safety,
collision detection, ergonomic issues and real
time process savings.

Ingenium will then complete detailed
tooling drawing and manage the complete
manufacture and sourcing of all hardware and
software either using internal capacity, or our
network of trusted suppliers to ensure timely
delivery of the project.

Our programmers will have previously
investigated, assessed and solved any
integration issues and will be on hand with
our engineers to ensure all the procedures
are completed efficiently at the
commissioning stage.

Commissioning will be carried out by our own
experienced fitters who are all compliant with
Worldwide Health & Safety regulations. This
ensures full control and accountability is kept within
the Ingenium frame work. Projects have recently
been completed in the UK, USA, Angola, Brazil,
South Africa and the Czech Republic.

With a pool of 25 manufacturing and design
experts, each with over 10 years of experience
in either the Aerospace, Automotive, Nuclear
and Food & Beverage industries, we can offer
our customers rapid and realistic solutions
with prompt feedback.
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Our Partners

Ingenium Integration
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Aerospace
Case Study

Challenge:
A global aerospace OEM found that their current
application method for Dinatrol, a Corrosion
inhibitor, needed updating. Before automation,
5-6 operators manually applied the spray to the
interior of the fuselage using necessary, heavy
duty protective equipment. This system had
several drawbacks, foremost of which was the
dangerous environment for the operators. They
were working with toxic chemicals in the confined
fuselage which had limited floor space, mostly
consisting of elevated metal railing. This system
was also restricted due to safety requirements
of ATEX, the governing body for potentially
explosive atmospheres. ATEX require, amongst
other things, a controlled parts per million
environment and rated equipment.
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Solution:
Our solution was a caterpillar driven AGV
carrying a collaborative spraying arm robot. The
AGV used a laser guided deployment platform
to deliver it to the fuselage’s central seating
rails, using a Serapid rigid chain actuator with an
automatic quick release coupling. Once in place
a dummy door seal was required by ATEX safety
standards to contain toxic chemicals, allowing for
a controlled extraction. The AGV is able to move
along the centre seat rails, precisely spraying the
bays as it goes. Finally, Returning for automated
collection and retrieval by the platform.

Results:
By automating this dangerous and expensive
process, they now save on cost with no fear of
endangering operators whilst complying fully with
ATEX regulations. They have also found a huge
benefit in the significant increase of the precision
in the new system along with its reliability.

www.ingeniumintegration.com
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Automotive
Case Study

Major OEM supplier to the
automotive industry

Challenge:

Results:

Our client is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of large stamped metal and welded components,
assemblies, and plastic parts for the automotive industry. They are responsible for manufacturing boot
hinge assemblies for several major automotive manufacturers.

In a high demand industry, working to `Justin-time’ philosophies, our client now have the
ability to produce the hinge component in-house
allowing them complete control of all aspects of
the boot lid assemblies.

The main component in this assembly is a bent rectangular steel tube component which was previously
fabricated and supplied by a subcontractor. Our client decided to invest in an automated manufacturing
cell to produce these Boot Lid Hinge components completely in-house.

The benefits gained include:
3 Fully automated right-first-time 		
manufacturing

Solution:
The proposed solution incorporated two all-electric, servomotor-controlled 50mm Breeze tube
bending machines with multi-stack tooling heads. The bending machines are fed by two
automatic hopper loaders which perform weld seam detection and datum the tube prior
to bending.

3 Improved control of quality with a 		
repeatable process with tight control
of tolerances
3 With minimal change over tooling the
cell can be reprogrammed to produce
different variants

A robot alternatively unloads the bent parts from each machine and
presents the parts to a four-camera vision inspection system, to
measure the parts and calculate corrections. This closes the loop
with the bending machines motion control, to ensure accuracy and
repeatability. The components are then transferred by a further two robots into
two CNC machine centres, where 13 holes of various sizes are automatically drilled.

3 All of which reduces cost and improves
productivity

Once complete, the components are robotically deburred and hung on transfer racks in pairs
ready to be delivered the assembly station.
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Energy

Case Study

Solution:

Results:

One of the projects we were asked to look at was the marry up between the top and bottom gas meter
housing sub-assemblies, to create the complete gas meter body. The cell consists of 6 work stations,
which are fed by a recirculating conveyor system which indexes the tooling pallets between the stations.
An operator will load the bottom and top gas meter housing sub-assemblies on to the tooling pallet.
The pallet is then indexed through the cell where the first robot applies resin around a 6-pin electrical
connector, and cures via a UV light applied to them. The second robot then plasma cleans, to remove
impurities and contaminants from all the surfaces that will have adhesive applied. The third and final
robot then applies adhesive to the cleaned surfaces. The final station is a manual unload, where the
operator picks up the two sub-assemblies and marries them up, and places them within a bander which
forms the lip of the gas meter which permanently bonds them together.

After the introduction of the cell into
Landis+Gyr’s production line there has been a
significant improvement in product quality and
a reduction in the amount of gas meter bodies
that have had to be scrapped due to leak test
failures, providing increased productivity and
considerable cost reductions.

Challenge:

3 The plasma cleaning surface 		
preparation improving the adhesive
bond
3 The positional accurate and measured
adhesive application process

Landis+Gyr is the global industry leader in energy
management, with solutions for electricity,
gas, heating and water measurement for the
utilities industry. With the current push by the
UK government to install smart meters in every
home in England, Wales, and Scotland by 2020.
Landis+Gyr have had to significantly ramp up
production to keep up with their new supply
demands. Therefore Landis+Gyr opted to
incorporate automated assembly lines to their
existing manufacturing facilities.
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Due to:

3 The repeatable process which provides
the quality required to ensure a suitable
seal between the two sub-assemblies

Ingenium Integration

www.ingeniumintegration.com
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Nuclear
Case Study

Challenge:
ITER in conjunction with Fusion for Europe are
building a fusion reactor in Cadarache in the
south of France. As part of the fusion reaction the
particles need to be constrained within magnetic
fields. The largest of these are the poloidal fields
which are created by circular electromagnets
up to 24M in diameter. These circular rings are
manufactured from internally cooled conductors
that are wound in to layers of turns before being
wrapped and encased in a resin jacket.
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Solution:
Our design incorporated two counter rotating
delivery reels which were fed through
straightening roller sets before being re-bent to
the correct diameter and wrapped in insulated
material. To keep the tolerance of 1mm over the
diameter the bent conductor travels through a
series of laser gates to check its position in space
and then gives real time feed back to the bending
system to make micro adjustments as required to
maintain the positional accuracy.

Results:
Our design principles were chosen to be used in
the final manufacture by an Italian subcontractor.

www.ingeniumintegration.com
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Engineering
Case Study

End Effectors / End Of Arm
Tooling (EOAT)

Engineering

Challenge:

Case Study

A major challenge in automation is the accurate
and repeatable movement of components. Often
it is necessary for a component to not just be
moved between stations but to be held during
processes. For operations such as hole presses,
this can require an extremely high level of precision
in a variety of angles and axis. This can prove
particularly challenging given the diversity of
component size and shape.

End Effectors / End Of Arm
Tooling (EOAT)

Results:

A major OEM car manufacturer was producing
exhaust heat shield parts by unloading them
from a press robotically and then dropping them
randomly onto a conveyor where an operator
would manually off load them and fit plastic clips
around the profile so the parts can be fitted to the
car body with screw fixings.

In a highly time pressured industry, our automation
solution provided an improvement in productivity
and quality.

Solution:
Our design was to produce pallets for each
part variant that travel on a high-speed shuttle
conveyor to and from the press that transport the
parts in an accurately controlled fashion to robots
waiting at the offload end. The offload robot
picked the part from the pallet and positioned it in
front of two smaller robots that fit the edge clips.
The offload robot had a selection of end effectors
to suit each variation of component. To improve
speed each small robot had a carousel end
effector that could be loaded with up to 5 clips
from a bowl feeder with dual escapements. Once
the clips had been fitted the offload robot placed
the completed part on an out-feed conveyor for
manual off load and packing.

Solution:
To overcome these challenges, we have designed
a wide range of bespoke robot end effectors.
Each end effector is tailored to the specific
component with a wide range of functionality,
combined with its 6-axis robot arm this allows the
flexibility to cater for any requirements.

Results:
Our use of bespoke end effectors provides our
customers with a cost effective and reliable
automation option. This gives a vast improvement
to the accuracy, speed and repeatability of their
manufacturing process.
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Challenge:

Ingenium Integration
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Additional
Automation
Turbocharger Nozzle
machining cell

Conduit bending and
packing cell

We designed this cell to process un-machined
rings of stainless steel material through 4 CNC
machining centres. Once machined they pass
through a wash tunnel to remove swarf and coolant
residue before being CMM inspected and laser
engraved with unique part numbers.

We designed this cell to process electrical conduit
with various diameters and radii. The cut lengths
of tube are loaded manually into an auto feeder
which supplies the bender with batches of up to 6
lengths of tube at any one time. Once the tubes are
bent they are collected in their batches by a robot
and transferred to a rotating station for cleaning
and labelling before being collected by a second
robot that places them into boxes for delivery.
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Automated pressing cell

We produced this scheme for a customer who
wished to automate the manual process of
bending various forms into aluminium plate.
The solution was to manually load the plate onto a
fixture that entered the cell which was then collected
by two robots working in unison to position the
fixture under the press mandrels as required to
produce the forms quickly and repeatedly.
The cell also contained a vision system that not only
verified the plate profiles so the correct bending
recipe could be selected, but also inspected the
plate form and created real time rework feed back
to the press for any inconsistences found due to
differences in material grades within batches.
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Ingenium Integration Ltd.
30 The Forum
Tameside Business Park
Windmill Lane
Denton
Manchester
United Kingdom
M34 3QS

Unison Tube LLC
500 Cane Creek Parkway
Ringgold
Virginia
24586
USA

T: +44 (0)161 804 4766
E: sales@ingeniumintegration.com
W: www.ingeniumintegration.com

T:
T:
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(828) 633-3190
(844) 734-1533 (Toll-free)
sales@unisonltd.com
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